The Outlet - Banbridge

Saturn LED makes a wave with external
lighting solutions for The Outlet in
Banbridge…
Home to more than 45 of the world’s best
known retail brands, The Outlet has grown
to become a hugely popular shopping and
leisure destination with visitors from both
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland.
This impressive retail setting has now been
significantly improved with the addition
of new LED exterior lighting across the
extensive car-park.
Tasked with enhancing the lighting to make
it safe and secure, reducing energy costs
was also high on the agenda for Saturn
LED. The WAVE 5700 LED street lights
complemented by TITAN LED floodlights
proved the perfect choice.
The WAVES’S unique diecast mould offers
precision design as well as excellent lumen
packages. Manufactured using Cree chips,
it also comes with an adjustable spigot.
This was complemented by TITAN – a high
quality IP65 diecast LED floodlight that
is a modern alternative to the traditional
floodlight.

Available in standard and PIR options,
suitable for both domestic and commercial
applications, The TITAN offers the latest in
LED technology.
Kirk Tweed, National Specification Manager
at Saturn LED, said, “Our focus was on
providing visually impressive lighting that
also reduced energy costs. We worked
closely with The Outlet to ensure we found
the right solutions that met their specific
requirements.
“We carried out a complete lighting design
for the project and provided complete
lighting calculations outlining the potential
savings. These services are hugely
important and make a real difference when
companies are deciding how to upgrade
their lighting.”
He added, “We have a lot of success
within the retail sector, both with internal
and external lighting. The beauty of our
extensive lighting means we can offer
solutions that fit perfectly with the project.”
The Outlet features two impressive external
lighting solutions – WAVE LED street lights
and TITAN floodlights.

Product Focus
The Outlet features two impressive external
lighting solutions – Wave LED street lights
and Titan floodlights...
Key Features Of
Wave Street Lights:
• 50,000 hours’ lifespan.
• Safety isolation system.
• IP66 and IK09.
• CREE chips.
• LED on metal core PCB.
• Meanwell driver.
• RAL9007.
• Tool-free access.
• 60mm Spigot66.
Key Features Of
Titan Floodlights
• IP65 rated.
• Diecast aluminium slimline casing.
• Shock-resistant glass.
• 1 metre pre-wired flex.
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